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I. Introduction 

To build a portfolio, there are two ways: Arithmetic Average Method and 

Geometric Average Method. The value of a geometric average portfolio depends on 

the geometric mean of underlying assets while the value of an arithmetic average 

portfolio is determined by its arithmetic mean. A geometric portfolio option is easier 

to price and hedge with known close-form solution1 than arithmetic portfolio options. 

In contrast, an arithmetic portfolio option (frequently used) of N correlated underlying 

assets has no closed-form solution.2 

 

Hence, a lot of techniques are developed to analyze the arithmetic portfolio 

options which are classified as follows: 

(1) Monte Carlo Simulation with Variance Reduction Techniques: 

Boyle (1977); Kemna & Vorst (1990); Haykov (1993); Corwin, Boyle & 

Tang (1996)  

(2) General Numerical Methods: 

Carverhill & Clewlow (1990); Curran (1994); Nielson & Sandman (1996) 

(3) Pseudo-Analytic Characterization: 

Geman & Yor (1993); Yor (1993); Kramkov & Mordecky (1994); Ju (1997); 
                                                 
1 A geometric mean of N lognormal underlying assets follows a lognormal distribution, so we can 

apply Black-Scholes-Merton framework to find the closed-form pricing formula. 
2 An arithmetic mean of N lognormal and correlated underlying assets does not follow a lognormal 

distribution, thus we can’t follow the same procedure used in a geometric case 
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Chacko & Das (1997) 

(4) Binomial Tree and Lattices: 

Hull & White (1993b); Neave & Turnbull (1993); Rubinstein (1994) 

(5) The PDE Approach: 

Dewynne & Wilmott (1995); Rogers & Shi (1995); Alziary ,Decamps & 

Koehl(1997) 

(6) Analytic Approximate Closed-Form Solution: 

Ruttins (1990); Turnbull & Wakeman (1991); Levy(1992); Vorst (1992); 

Gentle (1993); Bouaziz, Briys & Crouhy(1994); Huynh (1994) ; Posner & 

Milevsky (1998a,1998b) 

 

In this paper, we adopt Vorst (1992) and Gentle (1993) to approximate an 

arithmetic portfolio option with a geometric portfolio option. Because of the 

lognormal proposition of a geometric portfolio option, we thus follow the 

Black-Scholes-Merton Approach to derive an approximate closed-form solution of the 

arithmetic portfolio option. We will show all the steps in section 3. 

 

Notice that Milevsky & Posner (1998a, 1998b) introduced the Reciprocal 
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Gamma Distribution3 to price portfolio options. However, the distribution is not 

familiar and difficult to simulate and interpret. Hence, it is not widely accepted. 

 

Next, we will discuss stochastic interest rate models that are developed 

according to different assumptions. There are two kinds of models: Short Rate 

Models (Vasicek, CIR, Ho-Lee, Hull-White, BDT…, etc) and Forward Rate 

Models (HJM, Market Models). All the models will be discussed in section 2. In 

this thesis, we use HJM approach to build the stochastic interest rate model and 

forward martingale approach to derive the arbitrage-free valuation of portfolio option. 

 

After the derivation of option pricing formula, we then seek a hedging strategy. 

Unfortunately, it is difficult to derive ‘Greeks’ of options in HJM framework. Instead, 

we use Turnbull (1993) to build a hedging portfolio and adjust assets allocation 

continuously to ensure perfectly hedge.  

 

Finally, we perform numerical simulations. The first trial is the effectiveness of 

a portfolio hedging strategy. We simulate the distribution of a portfolio value with and 
                                                 
3 If a random variable X is gamma distributed, then the probability density function of X is 
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is gamma distributed. 
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without a put option hedging and compare the differences of the two cases. In the 

second trial, we calculate the call price of a portfolio option with different variables 

such as time to maturity, foreign asset prices, exchange rates, and volatility of foreign 

assets/currencies. Then we will conclude all the topics mentioned above.  
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Figure 1.1: Framework 
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